Closing remarks from Helen Bevan

A word that Glenn used
Change AGENCY definition:
The power, individually and collectively, to make a positive difference. It is about pushing the boundaries of what is possible, mobilising others and making change happen more quickly.

Building agency

• Rowan: collective agency - patients and professionals
• Paul: agency through influence
• Brant: advance directives to build agency
• Helen: women’s agency over their reproduction
• Sofia: Strong leaders give their staff autonomy (agency)
Individual AND collective agency

**Individual agency:** People get more power and control in their own lives: activation, shared decision-making and self-care

**Collective agency:** People act together, united by a common cause, harnessing the power and influence of the group and building mutual trust
Building agency for large scale change

We do not become transformed alone, we become transformed when we’re in relationship with others
Hahrie Han

Co-design

• Participatory, co-creating and open
• Goes beyond consultation by building and deepening equal collaboration between users, patients, families and citizens affected by a particular challenge
• Users, as experts of their own experience, are central to the design process
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Where co-design and co-production meet social movements

Engaging the key people not just in mapping and analysing the problem but also in action to solve the problem
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WHERE CO-DESIGN AND CO-PRODUCTION MEET SOCIAL MOVEMENTS

Engaging the key people not just in mapping and analysing the problem but also in action to solve the problem

**A step further: engaging people in action to solve problems of POWER**
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#qmicro
Getting to the Third Curve

Source: Jason Leitch and Derek Feeley